Appendix 1
Due to the big data sample (1,464 instances of performance phenomena found) used for
this study, the appendix contains only two samples – a sample of the transcription, and then a
sample of the tagged transcription.
Sample 1 – Speaker B pre-SA
<A> (mhm) (eh) so: that's the[i:] primary motivation basically yeah . for you </A>
<B> (ehm) and also <overlap/> also (em) I think it it will be a good .. test of of of of my
maturity . or let's say (em) </B>
<A> <overlap/> (mhm) … (mhm) </A>
<B> I think it will be a good step forward </B>
<A> (mhm) </A>
<B> for me </B>
<A> yeah <overlap/> what what do you mean </A>
<B> <overlap/> in my in my (eh) coming of age or </B>
<A> (mhm) </A>
<B> (ehm) . or something like that </B>
<A> (mhm) so what you what you're expecting to experience </A>
<B> (erm) I expect my (eh) that I will return (erm) when I'll when I'll come back to Czech
Republic I'll . be let's say more of an adultsman </B>
<A> (mhm) </A>
<B> and I feel myself to be: I feel that I'm (em) (ehm) somewhere in between a boy and a
man </B>
<A> (mhm) </A>
<B> (ehm) I’m I work on this gradually but I believe that I'm still not ... n= not really
prepared to to actually (ehm) to to (ehm) be on my own . fully and fully independent and (eh)
what I expect from from this stage (eh) sorry from this (eh) . from this . stay is that I will
actually learn to: cope with things . on my own .. and (eh) to gain and also maybe gain some .
some (erm) knowledge basic on on how to do things on (eh) without anybody el:se's help
</B>
<A> (mhm) </A>
<B> of course I will be supported by my parents a:nd if I will need it but . the the it's going to
be a good test for me and and (eh) .. that's what I expect from the from the stay </B>
<A> so it's really the first time away from home </A>
<B> .. not really I I've I've already (er) lived on my own but (ehm) I I wanted to . try to
actually (erm) ... be able how how I am how able I am (eh) in coping with the with the
unexpected situations and and (er) and and other things .. you know . because here it's it was I
lived only about few blocks from (er) few blocks away from my parents .. a:nd whenever I
needed or something something (em) . messed up I asked them to to or I could ask them I
often times manage on my own but I wanted to see how how I how I can manage </B>

Sample 2 - Speaker B pre-SA tagged
<A> (mhm) (eh) so: that's the[i:] primary motivation basically yeah . for you </A>
<B> (ehm) and <R_1_2_G> also <overlap/> also (em) I think <R_1_2_P> it it will be a good
.. test <R_1_4_B> of of of of my maturity . or let's say (em) </B>
<A> <overlap/> (mhm) … (mhm) </A>
<B> I think it will be a good step forward </B>
<A> (mhm) </A>
<B> for me </B>
<A> yeah <overlap/> what what do you mean </A>
<B> <overlap/> <R_2_2> in my in my (eh) coming of age or </B>
<A> (mhm) </A>
<B> (ehm) . or something like that </B>
<A> (mhm) so what you what you're expecting to experience </A>
<B> (erm) I expect <FS_1> my (eh) <FS_4> that I will return (erm) <R_2_2> when I'll when
I'll come back to Czech Republic I'll . be let's say more of an adultsman </B>
<A> (mhm) </A>
<B> and <FS_5> I feel myself to be: I feel that I'm (em) (ehm) somewhere in between a boy
and a man </B>
<A> (mhm) </A>
<B> (ehm) <FS_1> I’m I work on this gradually but I believe that I'm still <FS_1> not ...
<FS_1> n= not really prepared <R_1_2_Ip> to to actually (ehm) <R_1_2_Ip> to to (ehm) be
on my own . fully and fully independent and (eh) what I expect <DTG> <SC_4> <R_1_2_B>
from from this stage (eh) sorry from this (eh) . from this . stay is that I will actually learn to:
cope with things . on my own .. and (eh) to gain and also maybe gain <R_1_2_P> some .
some (erm) knowledge basic <R_1_2_B> on on how to do things <FS_1> on (eh) without
anybody el:se's help </B>
<A> (mhm) </A>
<B> of course I will be supported by my parents a:nd if I will need it but . <R_1_2_Ad> the
the it's going to be a good test for me <R_1_2_C> and and (eh) .. that's what I expect from the
from the stay </B>
<A> so it's really the first time away from home </A>
<B> .. not really <FS_1> I <R_1_2_X> I've I've already (er) lived on my own but (ehm)
<R_1_2_P> I I wanted to . try to actually (erm) ... <FS_2> be able <FS_1> how <SC_3> how
I am how able I am (eh) in coping <R_2_2> with the with the unexpected situations
<R_1_4_C> and and (er) and and other things .. you know . because here <FS_1> it's <FS_2>
it was I lived only about <FS_3> few blocks from (er) few blocks away from my parents ..
a:nd whenever I needed or <R_1_2_P> something something (em) . messed up <FS_5> I
asked them to to or I could ask them I often times manage on my own but I wanted to see
<FS_1> how <R_2_2> how I how I can manage </B>

